What is driving changes in Case Mix?

Which Services and Physicians are experiencing revenue gains or losses?

Which documentation and coding areas should we target?

How are you going to track your ICD-10 performance?

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

Case Mix Explorer is a web-based, interactive dashboard that compares current and base year data for key performance indicators such as:

- Case Mix Index
- MCC and CC capture rates
- Cases, Charges and Payments
- Ratios (e.g., simple vs complex pneumonia)

Drill down functionality

- DRG/DRG Cluster
- Physician
- Service

Easy to read graphics

WHAT DOES IT DO?

Using your hospital data, gathered on a daily basis, Case Mix Explorer monitors monthly and year-to-date performance, isolates the DRGs, physicians and services driving performance changes, and identifies coding and documentation issues affecting your case mix.

Because it is web-based, your entire management team can track the performance measures they are responsible for and drill down to the desired level of detail. Case Mix Explorer is essential for coding, documentation, operational and financial staff.